EDITIORAL NOTE

Survey of Malaysian Law, are provided the precious information for scholars and academics, so it is required to have high quality and can be referred them as reference. Law journals must publish the valid materials, so the publishers must be careful about their originality and reliable reference. Survey of Malaysian Law is one of the most famous law journal in Malaysia. This journal seeks to provide the reliable and important law materials for scholars, the interested readers and the law society based on the mutual cooperation of them so that enjoy the expert advice can of them. In this path, this journal has faced some challenges such as financial issues. It aims to contribute the improvement of law knowledge in society and many international issues are discussed in the law aspect such as the global warming and labor regulations such as the health of workers in workplace, the equality of human and also the international humanitarian law. It discusses the critical issues by the well known international law experts which this issue can be a factor to enhance the international cooperation and relation between the law experts around the world.
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